
Dear Friends, 

This summer reminded me of  an old Flemisch movie “De Witte” (1934, remake 1980), based 

on the work of Ernest Claes. The summer was burning hot and children were swimming in the 

local river. But the farmer’s environment showed that despite the temparatures work had to be 

done. Nothing has changed, also we all  had to continue our work and fulfill our duties be it 

then with the intermediate comfort of air-conditioners. After a period of conferences and 

interviews our team is preparing the now traditional membership meeting for end September 

at INHotel and a series of thematic working sessions/lunches for October and November. All 

members will be informed and invited individually. We hope to see you all in great numbers 

again at the end of September. 

Hugo van Veghel,  

Chairman 

Word of the Chairman :  
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METECH into Laser Welding -  the highest welding knowledge in the 

Based on an interview with Eduard Rutten in CorD magazine: 

Metech invests in the highest welding knowledge that you can find in the Balkans „Laser 

Welding“ from Trumpf. Now we can weld Stainless Steel, Alumunium, … in an optimal 

position, without heating or deformation of the material. The best proces for products in 

Pharma, Food or high level customers. Metech invests again in its competence center in 

Smederevo 1 mil euro, and is the best supplier with the highest quality. Metech has now more 

than 20 engineers, and more than 300 good educated workers, a real dream! ... First comes 

investing in people, then in machinery, and finally in the buildings and space. We feel that 

customers are coming because we organize the best solution to meet the needs of professional 

consumers in Smederevo. We know that our investments are long-term, as are our people, and 

we trust that they will stay and grow together with Metech.... At this moment we are working 

for all industry markets in Europe, like compressors, telecom, printing machines, heating, 

airco, construction products, health, pharma, diamonds… there are no limits. Everybody who 

needs sheet metal products or a total concept is welcome at Metech Serbia. I think we must 

wait a little bit in order for new companies who are coming now to find a good match 

between us. 

Metech brings every year more than 25 business leaders from Europe to Metech and 

Serbia to see what the possibilities are, and every time they are surprised how many 

potential oppor-tunities there are. Businessmen need facts, figures, stability and trust, 

Metech can show it . 



This report is one of the series of reports 

produced by Business & Finance 

Consulting GmbH (BFC) for European 

Investment Bank (EIB) as part of the 

project “Assessment of financing needs 

of SMEs in Western Balkans countries.” 

The series of reports includes individual reports on Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo, 

Macedonia, Montenegro, and Serbia as well as a synthesis report which considers the results of all 

six reports. The purpose of the project is to assess the financing needs of SMEs in the Western 

Balkans and identify market failures that prevent SME access to finance. The project was carried 

out from October 2015 to April 2016 by a team of three experts from BFC. Onsite visits were 

conducted for each country in order to meet with representatives from financial institutions, 

development institutions, government organizations, and other relevant experts who can provide 

insights into the SME sector. 
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Assessment of financing needs of SMEs in the Western Balkans countries 

The BSBA attended this forum where Mr Johannes Hahn, European Commissioner for European 

Neighbourhood Policy & Enlargement Negotiations and Mr Goran Knežević, Minister of 

Economy, Serbia, were keynote speakers. The 3 main topics were Structural reforms as a means 

to improve the investor climate;  Involvement of the private sector in the formulation and 

implementation of structural reforms; Regional economic integration as a catalyst for private 

sector development. 

Johannes Hahn:  

«Over the past ten years, trade between the Western Balkans and the EU has more than doubled, 

reaching 44 billion Euros in 2016 (exports from the Balkans have more than doubled from 7 

billion Euros to 18). Investors know that trade between the EU and the Western Balkans is 

already very liberalised, and that the progressive harmonisation of rules and standards will 

create a level playing field for all investors. Foreign Direct Investment from the EU currently 

constitutes roughly 50% of the total stock in 2015 and it is growing. For Serbia, that number is 

over 60%.....  

Building bridges and connecting territories will make a profound contribution to developing good 

neighbourly relations and further promoting peace and reconciliation, in addition to bringing 

economic benefits. ....  

The informal economy in particular is a concern across the region; it reduces tax revenues, leads 

to unfair competition and negatively affects workers' skills as well as the quality of jobs. Foreign 

investors will not come to the region if they know that they might face unfair competition from 

semi-legal businesses. Strengthening the Rule of Law is crucial to improve the business and 

investment climate across the region. This means strong and independent institutions, the 

enforcement of legislation and modernised public administrations, which deliver services and  

 

EU-WesternBalkans Investment Climate Forum 08 June 2017 



not bills to businesses. This is how the enlargement process benefits your economies today 

already: well in advance of actual accession...» The BSBA chairman used the opportunity to talk 

to Mrs  Milva Ekonomi, Albanian Minister of Economy about the new mixed Serbian Albanian 

chamber while Besix representatives had an introductory meeting with Mrs Elisabeth Gjoni  of the 

Albanian Amadeus Group. 
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Serbian—

Albanian 

Mixed 

Chamber 

founding 

assembly 

planned for 

September 

2017 

The BSBA participated in the Serbian Chamber of Commerce 

hosted Vienna Economic Talks – Belgrade Meeting 2017 on 21/22 

May . The very fact that Vienna Economic Talks is being held under 

the Patronage of Jean-Claude Junker, President of the European 

Commission, speaks for the role of Serbia in terms of EU integration 

process and economic cooperation for the whole region and Vienna 

Economic Forum is very thankful for the great support of the 

European Union Delegation in Belgrade in realising Vienna 

Economic Talks – Belgrade Meeting 2017, reads the statement 

released by the Vienna Economic Forum. It concluded that  

«Political obstacles in the region must be removed because, without stronger regional 

cooperation and ties, acceleration on the EU path is not possible either,»  

Vienna Economic Forum 

Less Belgian companies present at the International Agricultural Fair in 

Novi Sad  

One of the largest agricultural fairs in South-East Europe, which takes place every May at Novi 

Sad Fair, Serbia. It is among five most important agricultural fairs in Europe.  In 2016 we saw 

three Belgian participants that presented their products to the Serbian market: 

LUTOSA www.lutosa.com - a worldwide provider of fine potato products,  CONSTRUCTIE 

BRUYNOOGHE  NV http://www.bruynooghe.be- a well-known name when it comes to 

vegetable processing machines and EASY KIT www.easykit.be- specialized in do-it-yourself 

heating products. This year however we only saw LUTOSa coming back for the 2017 Fair. To 

underline the importance 

of this fair for Belgian 

producers the Office of 

the Commercial Attache 

and the BSBA are jointly 

planning a Belgian Day 

activity during the 2018 

Fair. This information 

will also be shared with  

the  different chambers 

o f  c o m m e r c e  i n 

Belgium, hoping for a 

wider representation of 

our companies to this 

fair.  

http://www.lutosa.com/
http://www.bruynooghe.be-/
http://www.easykit.be-/


CorD magazine published this year a special edition on Belgium. The edition includes interviews with Ambassador D’Aes, 

Marijana Milošević Tufegdžić, Economic and Trade Counsellor  and the BSBA chairman, Hugo van Veghel. 

https://issuu.com/cordmagazines/docs/cord_magazine_no.153   (page 52 ..) 

Defending the colours—Sharing responsibilities geared towards the future 
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For years Belgium, has been a leader when it comes 

to chocolate. Indeed, foreigners associate Belgian 

chocolate with the best quality. In order to maintain 

their lead, Belgian chocolate makers continue trying 

to refine their products.  

The start-up La MiamFactoryis helping them to take 

a further step, or rather layer! Indeed, the company 

in the Namur area has developed four 3D printers, 

which add layer upon layer of melted chocolate to 

the chosen object.  

More information: http://bit.ly/2tuXNzH 

Did you know? 

 

Why is Belgium’s National Day on 21 July? 
 

 

Belgium gained independence in 1830 when it broke away from the rest of the Kingdom of the Netherlands. But why exactly is 

21 July Belgium’s National Day? The reason is not linked to 1830, as many think, but to 1831. 

 

Originally, Belgian National Day was celebrated on 27 September as the commemoration of the Dutch military's final 

withdrawal from Brussels after several days of fighting in mid-September 1830.  

In 1890, the date of the National Day was changed to 21 July to commemorate Leopold I's accession to the throne. 

In February 1831, the National Congress adopted a constitution which, at that time, was considered as progressive. 

On 21 July that year Leopold of Saxe-Cobourg took his oath as King of the Belgians on 21 July 1831, an event commemorated 

annually as Belgian National Day. His reign was marked by attempts by the Dutch to recapture Belgium and, later, by internal 

political division between liberals and Catholics. As a Protestant, Leopold was considered liberal and encouraged economic 

modernisation, playing an important role in encouraging the creation of Belgium's first 

railway in 1835 and sub-sequent  industrialisation. The king's vow marked the start of 

the independent state of Belgium under a constitutional monarchy and parliament. The 

great powers of the time then recognised the Belgian independence. 

 

 

Le Belge ("The Belgian"; 1835) 

was the first steam locomotive 

built in continental Europe  

New SME member 

https://www.facebook.com/MiamFactory/
http://bit.ly/2tuXNzH
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Le_Belge_(locomotive)


Mark your agenda  

 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

September: Members meeting  INHotel (27/09) 
October: Working lunch on mangement / legal issues (date to be confirmed) 

November:  Working session on Blue Economy (date to be confirmed)  

 

 
For more information on these upcoming events, please contact  

Milica Vranjanac, Secretary, of the BSBA at  

m.vranjanac@bsbiz.eu  

The BSBA LinkedIn discussion and information open group has grown to 786 members in less than 6 

years, and not only from Serbia and Belgium, giving international visibility to the association. 

 

We are looking forward to meet you also 

there  

http://www.linkedin.com/groups?

home=&gid=4439388&trk=anet_ug_hm      
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Thank you Guy 

Our Consul Guy Van Glabeke left the Belgian Embassy in 

Belgrade direction Brussels. Guy, as we will always know 

him, has marked his mandate in Belgrade with several 

infrastructural repairs and improvements in the Embassy, 

the Residence and its surroundings, but most of all, as  a 

solid professional with a warm and friendly heart doing 

that bit more than he has to, helping others in the 

sometimes weary jungle of the administration.  Take care 

and good luck in your new challenges. 

Business Address 

Koce Kapetana 30, I floor, app 2  

11000 Belgrade 

Serbia 
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